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3

Mixed emotions
2

1

6
4

5

1

Put these adjectives in two groups according to
positive and negative meaning. Which two are used
with stiff to describe a very strong emotion?

anxious
happy
scared
uneasy

content
petrified
tense
worried

delighted
pleased
terrified

frightened
satisfied
thrilled

2 How do the things in the pictures make you feel?
Use adjectives from 1 to describe your emotions.

Vocabulary
Collocations – adverbs of degree
Be careful when using adverbs such as absolutely
and very with adjectives. Think about the
meaning of the adjective – is it ‘gradable’ or not?
For example, enormous is ungradable, because it
already contains the meaning of ‘very, very big’.
3 Which sentence in a and b is correct? Why?

a I’m very happy to see you. / I’m absolutely happy
to see you.
b Sam’s very delighted with her present. / Sam’s
absolutely delighted with her present.
When combining adverbs like these with adjectives,
think whether the adjective already means ‘a lot’.
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4 Complete the sentences with a suitable adverb from
the box. More than one answer is possible.

absolutely completely
really totally very

extremely

a Sally was
astonished to hear
that she had won the competition.
b As he entered the dark, empty flat, Alex felt
uneasy.
c Simon’s father sounded
proud
of his son’s achievements.
d I arrived late for the film and James was
furious with me!
e Martin gets
irritated by people
asking him the same questions time after time.
f I was
relieved to find out I
didn’t have to pay the bill after all.

Corpus spot
Exam candidates often make mistakes in the spelling of
these adverbs:
absolutely NOT absolutly
completely NOT complitely
extremely NOT extreamly
totally NOT totaly

Listening
5

1

05 Listen to this recording,
where a man is talking about
something frightening that
happened to him. Say where
the man was and how long he
spent there.

Now listen again and describe
in detail what happened to the
man. Use these questions to
help you.

1 Why was he in the building?
2 What time of day was it?
3 Which two things did he try
to do?
4 Why was he there for so long?
6 Here is the question for the
extract you have just heard.

1 You hear a man talking about
something frightening that
happened to him. What was
his first reaction?
A He sat down and cried.
B He decided to call for help.
C He tried to keep calm.
All three options are mentioned
in the extract. Listening out for
sequence words – that is, words
which tell you what happened
when – will help you to decide
what his first reaction was.
Listen again and note down any
sequence words and phrases.
Which one signals the answer?

7

1

Before you listen to extracts 2–8, read these questions. Think about
the words in bold and what to listen out for. Then listen and answer the
questions.
06

2 You hear a man talking about how to deal with fear. Who is he?
A an ex-teacher
B an ex-pilot
C an ex-actor
3 You hear a woman talking to her son on the phone. How does she feel?
A furious
B anxious
C relieved
4 You hear a woman talking about something that happened in her
home. The woman was most scared
A when she heard a burglar upstairs.
B while she was watching a horror film.
C when she suddenly saw a frog.
5 You hear a man leaving a phone message. Why is he proud of his
daughter?
A because she is going to have a book published
B because she has won a writing competition
C because she is doing so well at university
6 You hear a woman describing what happened to her on a journey.
Where did she end up that night?
A on a country road
B in hospital
C at her house
7 You hear a man being interviewed about a sailing accident. The
worst part of his experience was
A being cold.
B feeling hungry.
C avoiding sharks.
8 You hear a woman talking on the radio about an incident abroad.
Why was she able to escape?
A She was by the door.
B She wasn’t noticed.
C She had a radio.
8 How much can you remember about the last account? Discuss with
a partner what happened and note down everything in the order it
happened. Then listen to extract 8 to check your notes.

G rammar extra
This unit revises past tenses. Before the next lesson, copy and complete the table
of irregular forms. All the verbs below have occurred in the listening extracts. An
example is given.
Infinitive

Past tense

Past participle

become

became

(has/had) become

burst buy creep drive find get hear hold keep
know run see shake sink spend take think weep
Which verb has the same form throughout? Do you know any
other verbs which are like that?

G

MIXED EMOTIONS
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5.2
Review of past tenses
1

Look at examples a–j, which come from the listening in 5.1.
Decide which tenses they contain. Where there are two
different tenses in the same sentence, list both.

past simple
past continuous
present perfect tense
past perfect tense
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

(PS)
(PC)
(P)
(PP)

I’d had this interview for a job.
I got in the lift and pressed the button.
I’ve never been in one since.
I was watching a horror movie.
It was the next door neighbour’s cat I had heard.
While I was putting away the books, I found
something else.
The others were looking at a map on the table, but I
was standing by the back window.
I knew they hadn’t seen me.
When I realised that they had gone, I ran inside.
You have recently sailed around the world.

Look again at the examples containing two different
tenses. Can you explain why each tense is used? Think
about when each action happened.

Past simple / Past continuous
The most important difference between these two
tenses is the duration of an action. For example, in
example f above, the past continuous describes an
action that happened over a longer time period than
the second action, which happened at a specific
moment and may have interrupted the longer
continuous activity:
X
While I was putting away the books … I found
something else.
Like the present continuous tense, the past
continuous is used to describe temporary situations,
as in example d.
X
I was watching a movie. … I turned off the TV.
Note that this use can be an effective way of setting
the scene at the beginning of a story, as in example g.
X
The others were looking at a map … About six of
them burst in.
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2 Complete this text using the verbs in brackets in
either the past simple or past continuous tense.

Quite late one evening I (1)
(walk) home alone from college. The wind
(2)
(blow) hard and it
(3)
(pour) with rain, so there
(4)
(be) no one around.
Anyway, this big black van (5)
(drive) past me and (6)
(stop), just where the road (7)
(curve) round. I (8)
(decide)
to go on, though I (9)
(feel)
increasingly uneasy. However, as soon as I
(10)
(get) close to the van,
it (11)
(drive) off. This
(12)
(happen) twice more
further down the same road. Each time, the
van (13)
(pull up) about
fifty metres ahead of me and then
(14)
(wait) until I almost
(15)
(draw) level with it,
then (16)
(pull away) again.
By this stage I (17)
(be)
absolutely petrified. So I (18)
(stand) for a moment under a tree. The rain
(19)
(come down) in torrents
now. I (20)
(shake) and
(21)
(wonder) what to do
next, when a policeman (22)
(come) past. He (23)
(push)
his bike because of the heavy rain. I
(24)
(grab) him by the arm
and (25)
(make) him stop.
Then I completely (26)
(go)
to pieces. While he (27)
(try)
to calm me down, I (28)
(hear) the van drive off, thankfully for the last
time. I’ve never walked home on my own since.
Past simple / Past perfect
The past perfect is used for actions in the
past that occur earlier than the time period
that is being described, as in example i:
When I realised they had gone, I ran inside.

3 Complete these sentences with the verbs in brackets
in either the past simple or past perfect tense.

5 Read this extract from
the thriller The Big
Sleep, ignoring the gaps
for the moment. Why
do you think the man
telling the story wasn’t
frightened of the gun?
Turn to page 47 to find
out if you are right!

a We
(spend) the last three
nights shivering in a tent in the middle of
nowhere, so we were really pleased when we
(get) to the hotel.
b Jenny
(tell) us in great
detail what
(happen) to
her and
(explain) why she
(find) it so scary at the house.
c I
(keep) still for over half
an hour and I
(think) it
(be) safe at last to come out of
my hiding place.
G

The gun pointed at my chest. Her hand seemed
to (0) BE quite steady. I laughed (1)
her. I started to walk towards her. I saw her small
trigger and grow
finger tighten on (2)
white at the tip.
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4 Look at this set of four pictures from an action story.
Describe what happened in each scene, starting with
the last one (4), and making reference back to what
had happened earlier. Remember to use a range of
past tenses.

I was about six feet away from her (3)
she started to shoot. The sound (4)
the gun made a sharp slap, a brittle crack in the
sunlight. I didn’t see any smoke. I stopped again
grinned at her.
(5)

1

She fired twice more, very quickly. I don’t think
of the shots would have missed.
(6)
There were five in the little gun. She
fired four. I rushed her.
(7)

2

I didn’t want the last one in my face, (8)
I swerved to one side. She gave it to me quite
worried at all.
carefully, (9)
I straightened up. ‘My, but you’re cute,’ I said.
Her hand (10)
holding the empty gun
and began to shake violently. The gun fell out
. Her mouth began to shake.
of (11)
to pieces.
Then her whole face (12)

3

6 Now fill each gap, choosing a suitable word from the
box below. There are three words you do not need.
4

and any at be because it had has
not of so some the was went when
Can you put these words into grammatical
categories? For example, and is a conjunction. These
words are typical of the kinds of words that are
tested in Reading and Use of English, Part 2.

MIXED EMOTIONS
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Exam folder 3
Reading and Use of English, Part 2 Open cloze
In this part of the Reading and Use of English paper you are asked to complete
a text containing eight gaps. You must write only one word in each gap. The
missing word is usually a grammar word, but occasionally, vocabulary is tested.
There is an example at the beginning. You must write your answers in CAPITAL
letters.
1

Here are some examples of what is tested in Reading and Use of English, Part 2.
Complete each sentence with one word.

a Quantifiers – many, every, each, etc.
There were only a
people at the zoo yesterday.
b Collocations – set an example, change the subject, be in favour of, etc.
I expect you to
your promise to give me a lift.
c Determiners – a, some, the, etc.
I’ve lived in
USA for some years now.
d Modals – would, should, etc.
You absolutely
not use this path through the valley – it’s dangerous.
e Verb forms – done, taking, see, etc.
He’s
working on his car for two hours now.
f Phrasal verbs – give up, carry on, make out, etc.
Susie has taken
photography.
g Pronouns – me, it, that, etc.
Tom hurt
while playing football – he had to go to hospital.
h Relative pronouns – who, whose, which, etc.
My wife,
is Brazilian, works in the university.
i Comparison – more than, one of the worst, etc.
Suzanne has twice as
clothes as I do.
j Linkers – if, although, before, etc.
You won’t lose weight
you go on a diet.
k Prepositions – on, by, in, etc.
According
the website, all flights to Berlin are delayed this morning.

EXAM ADVICE
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●

Look at the title so you have some idea what the text is about. The title is there to help you.

●

Read the whole text through carefully before you decide on an answer.

●

Always write something down, even if you are not sure of the right answer.

●

The word you write MUST be spelt correctly.

●

Check whether the word you need should be singular or plural, past or present, etc.

●

Make sure that the word you write makes sense in the sentence and text.

●

You will need to transfer your answers to an answer sheet. Make sure you transfer each answer correctly.

EXAM FOLDER

3

2 Read this text through and then choose the best title
from the three below.

1 DON’T TAKE THE RISK!
2 NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT
3 BALANCING THE RISKS
3 For questions 1–8, read the text below and think of
the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word
in each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the
separate answer sheet.
Example:

0

O

N

What are the chances of slipping (0)
a banana skin or being struck by a
meteorite? These are not the sort of unlucky events that most people (1)
their
time thinking about, (2)
one has already happened to them. (3)
surprising
number of people have imagined aliens kidnapping them. Some even have recurring
nightmares about it, whereas relatively (4)
are afraid of dying from flu, even
(5)
it is something that is more likely to happen. No doubt many people who go
rock climbing will be among the people drinking bottled water on the grounds that it is
safer (6)
drinking tap water. Amazingly, our fear of flying outweighs our fear of
driving, but going by plane is so much safer. People worry more about the possibility of
dropping out of the air than of crashing on land. (7)
an attempt to educate people
about risks, scientists have constructed a scale they can use to compare any new and
unfamiliar risks, (8)
as those involved in taking new medicines.

EXAM FOLDER

3
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6.1

What if?

Reading
1

If you suddenly became famous, how would you feel? What would be the
advantages of achieving instant success? Would there be any drawbacks?

2 Read the headline and the first paragraph of the article. Why has this girl
become famous?
3 Now read the whole text, paying attention to the highlighted parts
around gaps 1–6. These give you content clues for the missing sentences.

Exam spot
In Reading and Use of English, Part 6,
you will have to complete a gapped text,
where six sentences have been removed.
This type of text has a clear development
of ideas. You should look out for words
that refer back and forwards in the text,
such as it and this, as well as references
to specific content. This will help you to
fit the text together.

British student, 19, becomes
instant superstar in China

U

NTIL RECENTLY, her
greatest showbusiness
moment had been winning £45 in
the Undiscovered Youth Talent
Contest in the small town of Stroud
in Gloucestershire, close to her
family home. But now, Mary-Jess
Leaverland has found fame in China
overnight, following her appearance
in a regional TV talent show there.

Indeed, thanks to YouTube,
1
she is being talked about not just by
her friends at home but the whole
world over, and has appeared in TV
interviews to discuss her story.
The 19-year-old exchange student
won Jiangsu province’s equivalent
of The X Factor show by singing in
Mandarin. And although there are
no million-pound record deals on
offer as yet, she is discovering what
She
life is like as a superstar. 2
claims to be enjoying this new-found
celebrity status. ‘It is really strange,
but nice,’ she said. ‘It was the most
exciting thing I have ever done in
my life. My friends think it is cool
because they just know me as me.’
Mary-Jess, who is fluent in Mandarin
and Italian, is studying for a degree
in Chinese and Music. As part of her
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course, she has been spending a year
in Jiangsu province. Shortly after
she arrived in the country, she took
part in a small singing competition
for foreigners, which she won. It
was through this event that she was
talent-spotted for the show Min Xing
Chang Fan Tian (the name translates
as I Want to Sing to the Stars).
Min Xing Chang Fan Tian is a live
competition on Chinese television,
though it is broadcast only in Jiangsu
province. 3
The show follows a
similar format to The X Factor, and
has a judging panel of three experts.
These are drawn from local record
executives and songwriters.
Mary-Jess won first place on Min
Xing Chang Fan Tian. To reach
the finals, she had sung the Puccini
aria O Mio Babbino Caro before
performing Sarah Brightman’s
Her
Time To Say Goodbye. 4
winning performance in Mandarin
was Yue Guang Ai Ren (Moonlight
Lovers), the theme tune to the hit
film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
‘I was the only foreign person in the
finals and I still can’t believe I won.’
She was rewarded with a cash prize
of around £3,000, as well as gaining

a trophy and a CD recording of
herself. 5
‘If I hadn’t won,
I wouldn’t have been able to come
home for Christmas because I
wouldn’t have been able to afford
the flight,’ said Mary-Jess, who has a
17-year-old sister, Chez.
According to Mary-Jess, her singing
talent is part of a family tradition.
‘She was a real inspiration
6
but my mum is my main inspiration.
We even sing together in a duo when
I am home.’ For obvious reasons,
her mother Liz was unable to watch
her daughter triumph. ‘I would have
loved to be there but I saw some of
the videos and seeing Mary-Jess in
the limousine and on the red carpet
was amazing,’ she said. ‘I’m just
so proud of her and hope she can
continue in the industry.’

4 Now use the highlighted words in A–G to help you
decide where each sentence fits. Remember that one
sentence is not needed.
A

This was the song that had won her that original
‘best in show’ title in Britain.

B

Although it pales into insignificance beside the
amounts involved in The X Factor, this sum was
still very welcome.

C

She has really missed her family and friends
though.

D

However, it is no small-scale event, as the region
has a population of 70 million.

E

Her grandmother was a semi-professional
opera singer.

F

People keep on stopping the singing sensation in
the street to ask for her autograph.

G

She has also made the headlines back in Britain.

5 Would you have taken part in the competition?
Why? / Why not?

Vocabulary
Phrasal verbs with keep
6 The verb keep occurs in many phrasal verbs, as in this
example from the article.

People keep on stopping her in the street.
Match definitions a–f to the correct phrasal verb. One
is used twice with different meanings.

keep away keep down
keep to keep up with

keep in

a stop the number, level or size of something from
increasing
b make someone stay in hospital
c understand something that is changing very fast
d stay with something such as a plan, subject, path
e move at the same speed as someone or something
f not go somewhere or near something
7 Use a phrasal verb with keep in the correct tense to
complete a–h, adding a pronoun if necessary.

a Professor Grant’s lectures would be much
shorter if he
the point!
b I rarely
British news when
I was living in Chile.

c We generally
from the city centre
during the day as it’s so crowded.
d Sally swims so fast! I never manage to
.
e Mark had the operation on Saturday but they’re
for more tests.
f It’s easy to get lost on the mountain, so make
sure you
the path.
g If Ben
time at the meeting, we’ll
be finished by three.
h My weight
increasing – I have to
exercise to
.

Word formation
8 Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits
in the numbered gap.

Celebrity culture
Why do we find celebrities so (0) FASCINATING ?
These days, it seems to be almost (1)
to
open a newspaper or magazine without seeing an image
of a celebrity in it. The (2)
often made by
members of the press is that they are only responding
to public demand – it seems that people are far more
interested in celebrity gossip and scandal than in the
reality of our modern world.
Rightly or wrongly, the paparazzi make a very good
(3)
by keeping up with the rich and famous.
However, some high-profile celebs are (4)
hounded by the media. In these cases, does the press go
too far? Don’t these individuals have a right to some
(5)
privacy?
Then again, celebrities often do seem to lead such
interesting lives that it is perhaps (6)
that we
want to find out more about them. In fact, some evolutionary
(7)
have said it is natural for humans to look
up to the most successful individuals in a society. In
prehistoric times, this would have meant respecting good
(8)
. Today’s equivalents are our celebrities,
whose fame and fortune we are so envious of.

0
1
2
3
4

FASCINATE
POSSIBLE
ARGUE
LIFE
END

5
6
7
8

PERSON
UNDERSTAND
SCIENCE
HUNT

W H AT I F ?
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6.2
Conditionals with if
1

1

07 You are going to listen to four short
extracts, where people talk about winning
the lottery. How would their lives change
if they won?

2 Explain what the contracted verb forms
are in these examples of conditional
sentences. How do the sentences differ in
their use of tenses?

a If I won the lottery, I’d buy a beautiful
house in Spain.
b If I hadn’t won, I wouldn’t have been
able to afford the flight.
Which types of conditional sentences are
a and b? Choose from 0–3.

0 a situation that happens often
1 a situation that may happen in the
future
2 a situation that is unlikely to happen
3 a situation that could have happened
in the past, but didn’t
page 168
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3 Match the two halves of each sentence.
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a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

If you did more revision, …
If it snows, …
If I have time, …
If Helen comes round, …
If there had been a vote, …
If they finish early, …
If you swam regularly, …
If I’d known about the risk, …

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

we’ll get our skis out.
she’ll be able to tell you.
Sam and Bernie usually have a coffee.
you’d pass the exam.
I’d never have eaten seafood.
they would have lost.
I like to walk to work.
your body would be in better shape.

UNIT
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Conditionals with unless
4 Read these examples and explain the meaning of unless.

a We’ll miss the start of the match unless Juan arrives soon.
b Unless you’ve already got tickets, you won’t be able to get in.

Corpus spot
Correct any mistakes with unless that exam candidates have made in
these sentences. Tick the correct sentences.
a There will be no improvement in my tennis unless I don’t get some
training.
b I will not remain silent about the letter unless you give me my money
back.
c People hardly ever use candlelight today unless there isn’t anything
wrong with the power supply.
d There isn’t much to do in the city unless you haven’t got friends.
e You must stop working so hard unless you don’t want to end up in
hospital sooner or later.
f If there were no televisions, we wouldn’t know much about other
countries unless we visited them.

5 There are eight mistakes with tenses in this story. Correct the
mistakes and fill the gaps with if or unless. Examples have been
done for you.

hadn’t been

Yesterday was a very bad day. (0) If it wasn’t raining, perhaps it
wouldn’t have been so difficult. The thing is, I never drive to work
(1)
it’s raining. But it was pouring and I needed to get to
an important meeting, so I took the car. It broke down on the way.
(2)
I had it serviced regularly, I know it won’t be so
unreliable, but garages charge so much these days that I don’t bother.
I decided to call the breakdown company on my mobile phone. Well,
my mobile hasn’t run out
I would have done that (3)
I’ll find a public
of battery! Never mind, I thought, (4)
it’s out of order!
phone, I’ll be able to call from there (5)
It was, so I can’t! By this time, I was in a panic. What will my boss
I didn’t get to the meeting? (7)
say (6)
people don’t arrive on time, he will get really angry with them. Luckily,
a taxi pulled up. ‘Mason Square,’ I shouted, ‘and (8)
you will do the journey in under ten minutes, I’ll pay you double!’
‘Forget it,’ said the driver. ‘The centre of town’s gridlocked.You’d
you went by
never get there in ten minutes (9)
helicopter.’ So I ended up late for the meeting and the boss was
furious with me.

6 Talk to a partner. Take it in turns to finish these
sentences. Then tell the class what your friend said.

a
b
c
d
G

Unless I get up early tomorrow, …
If I had enough money, …
My life would be a lot easier if …
If I hadn’t come to class today, …

Speaking
9 Discuss these questions.

a Should lottery winners receive so much
publicity?
b What are the pros and cons of winning the
lottery?
c If you won the jackpot, would you go public?
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Useful language

Vocabulary
Word formation
Exam spot
Reading and Use of English, Part 1 tests vocabulary. You have
to fill eight gaps in a text, choosing from sets of four words.
All four words will be the same part of speech and the eight
questions will test a range of different parts of speech, such
as nouns, verbs, adverbs, etc.

As I see it …
To my mind …
For one thing …
For another (thing) …
On the one hand …
On the other (hand) …
The main advantage is …
One drawback is …

7 Look at the words in the box. They form four sets and
all four words in a set have a similar meaning. Can
you group them into the four categories in the table?
Be careful: some words can be more than one part of
speech. Think carefully about their meanings when
you decide which category to put them into.

accepted attempt by delicate experiment
gathered gentle in light on received
tiny to trial try welcomed
Nouns

Verbs

Prepositions

8 Now read the short
newspaper article below.
There are four gaps in
it. Decide which part of
speech is required in each
gap. Then choose the
correct option to fill each
one from your four sets
of words.

Adjectives

Could it possibly be YOU?
Camelot is to make a final (1)
today to track
down the winner of an unclaimed £2.1 million jackpot prize.
aircraft will fly over Hull trailing the
A (2)
banner: ‘£2 million winner – is it you?’ for two hours at lunchtime.
The city became the focus of attention after a local newspaper
an unsigned letter from an elderly local widow saying
(3)
she did not want the prize. Her reason was that ‘the fuss would finish me
11 pm it will go into
off’. If the money is not claimed (4)
the lottery’s ‘good causes’ fund.

D O YO U N E E D M O R E P R AC T I C E ?
CD-ROM UNITS 5–6
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Writing folder 3
Part 2 Reports
In Part 2 of the Writing paper you may be asked to write a report.
This will involve the presentation of mainly factual information,
with suggestions or a recommendation. You should think carefully
about who the target reader is and why they need this report.
1

Read this exam question and the sample answer. Does the report
give the reader useful information? Why? / Why not?
Your local tourist office has asked you to write a report on
a museum because it is not very popular. You should briefly
describe what is wrong with the museum and suggest how to
make it more appealing to visitors.
Write your report.

1
The aim of this report is to outline what can be seen in
this museum and to make some recommendations on how the
museum could attract more visitors.
2
The museum mainly contains items connected with the pottery
industry. Generally, objects are shown in glass cabinets with
explanations on small bits of card. These are difficult to read
and some are placed too high for small children. The lighting
inside the building is also poor.
3
This permanent exhibition will remain unappealing to visitors
unless it is updated. It is therefore recommended that video
animation is developed to illustrate the process. In addition,
the museum could run regular afternoon workshops, where
experts demonstrate how the pots are produced.
4
Most visitors take it for granted nowadays that a museum will
include a gift shop and a café. Wademouth has neither of
these, which could partly explain the low attendance figures.
5
To sum up, Wademouth Museum would have a brighter future
if its displays were improved. Furthermore, it needs to create
a more welcoming atmosphere.

WRITING FOLDER

A
B
C
D

Lack of facilities
Conclusion
Educational improvements
Negative aspects of the
display
E Temporary exhibitions
F Introduction
G Evening events

Assessment focus

Wademouth Museum
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2 Reports are often easier to follow
if they include headings. Choose
headings from A–G for 1–5. There are
two extra headings.

3

In Part 2, choose the question you feel
most confident about. For each piece of
writing in the exam, there is a maximum
of five marks available for language. To
score 5, you need to show a wide range of
structures and vocabulary, and produce an
answer that is generally accurate.

3 Find the conditional structures in
paragraphs 3 and 5. Then complete
a–e with the right word. Which of the
extra headings in 2 matches each of
these sentences?

a People might visit more often …
there were different objects for
them to see each time.
b … the museum extends its
opening hours and offers extra
attractions, working adults won’t
come through its doors.
c A series of after-work talks
would be more popular …
visitors didn’t have to pay for
them.
d The museum could organise
special exhibitions on a monthly
basis … funding was available.
e It wouldn’t be possible to hold
concerts at the museum … it
stayed open late.

4 Write a paragraph for each extra heading. Include two sentences
from 3 in each one, making any changes necessary.
5 Now read this exam question. List recommendations to deal
with the problems given. Then add a further problem and
recommendation of your own.
Your college is going to create a new student café. You have
been asked to write a report for the principal, explaining
why students don’t use the existing facilities and making
recommendations for the new café.
Write your report.
Problems

EXAM ADVICE
Content
●

Make a paragraph plan and organise
your ideas.

●

State facts clearly and give some
examples.

Communicative achievement
●

Write in a formal and impersonal
style.

●

Be polite and constructive in any
criticism.

Organisation
Recommendations

closes too early

not much choice

uncomfortable

●

State the aim of the report in an
introduction.

●

Include headings to make your
report clearer.

●

Repeat your most important
recommendation(s) in a conclusion,
using different words.

Language
●

Use passive forms and conditional
structures.

●

Include some longer, complex
sentences.

6 To persuade the target reader to take action, recommendations
need to be clear, reasonable and polite. Tick the four sentences in
a–f that would have a positive effect on the principal. Then rewrite
the remaining sentences to achieve the same effect.

a It would be a good idea to extend the opening hours of the
new café.
b You must get some decent furniture in there instead of the old
stuff.
c Perhaps the college could review the café’s prices and consider
some financial support?
d If the menu choices were more interesting, more students
would use the café.
e There’s no point even having a café unless it gives us what we
want!
f If possible, vegetarians should be offered a different main dish
each day.
WRITING FOLDER
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Units 1–6 Revision
Topic review

Phrasal verbs

1

3 Complete the following sentences using the
appropriate verb.

Together with a partner, read these sentences and
discuss which are true for you, giving more details.
Try to use as much of the vocabulary and language
as you can from the units you have just studied.

a I always get out of bed early in the morning.
b If I had some money, the first thing I would buy
is a fast car.
c I’m worse at English than I am at Maths.
d I’m always getting into trouble for forgetting
things.
e I’m not afraid of anything!
f I think I’m broad-minded.
g I must try to work harder.
h I like to follow fashion.
i Books interest me more than computer games.
j Beach holidays are not for me.

Grammar
2 Read the text below and think of the word which best
fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is
an example at the beginning (0).
Most (0) OF us go a little crazy when we jet off
(1)
holiday, but some go completely mad.
They see giant rats eating through their luggage and even
back of a stolen
lose their mother-in-law in (2)
caravan. So says WorldCover Direct, the holiday insurer. These
are just some of the claims the company (3)
received in the past 12 months.
A director said, ‘One of our policyholders skied into a tree
(4)
he was on holiday and made a claim for
injuries. What he didn’t mention was that he (5)
blind and in the process of testing a new radar system for
blind skiers.’
But what if you were in the Mediterranean in August and
much sun? Take a dip in the pool,
had had (6)
sit in the shade for a while – or phone your holiday insurance
you were
company requesting repatriation (7)
was in
‘feeling a bit hot’? One holiday maker, (8)
Spain, did just that.
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1– 6

UP
a If Elizabeth had been able to
up
just a little more money, she would have bought
a faster computer.
b Every time I go shopping for clothes, I find that
prices have
up yet again.
c Come just as you are, there’s really no need to
up.
d Sara was walking so fast that I couldn’t
up with her.
e When you manage to find his address,
me up and let me know what it is.
OUT
f Tourist guides often carry umbrellas so that they
out in a crowd.
g Sheila decided to
out of the hotel a
bit early so she wouldn’t miss her plane.
h ‘I don’t know how you can
out
looking like that,’ Sue’s mother said.
i I’m not sure I can
out how to play
this computer game.
Now look at these mixed examples and replace
the verb or phrase in italics with a phrasal verb or
compound noun.

j If you want to look good in that outfit, you’ll
have to reduce the amount of chocolate you eat.
k We spent some time in Singapore on our way to
Sydney.
l I really hate shops that make you feel guilty
when you return clothes that shrink in the wash
or fall to pieces.
m We decided to start the journey to the castle at
midnight, in the hope of seeing the ghost.
n The police officer told them not to go near the
edge of the cliff.
o My friend had to spend about two hours waiting
in the plane for it to leave.

Revision of present and past tenses
4 Read through this text and put the verbs in the correct tense.
The statistics on the safety of flying (1)
(BE) immensely
comforting. It (2)
(SEEM) that the chances of being
involved in an accident (3)
(BE) a million to one – the
equivalent of flying safely every day for 95 years. Try telling that to the
white-faced, petrified aerophobic, who (4)
(SEE) every
frown on a stewardess’s face as a portent of disaster. For some years now,
psychologist Henry Jones (5)
(TRY) to tell them, and he
(6)
(DO) a lot more besides. He (7)
(DEVELOP) both a theory and practice for treating air travel anxiety.
Apparently, it (8)
(BE) a widespread phobia. One American survey (9)
(PUT) it as the fourth most common fear, preceded only by snakes, heights and storms. Jones
(10)
(HAVE) nearly 500 clients during the last decade. Before they
(11)
(COME) to him, some of his clients (12)
(never FLY), others
(13)
(HAVE) just one bad experience after years of flying. One man (14)
(TAKE) over 200 flights a year for five years and (15)
(never WORRY) up till then.
Then, one day, on a flight to Chicago the pilot (16)
(ANNOUNCE) that they were going
to turn back because of an engine fault. The man then (17)
(HAVE) a panic attack and
(18)
(TRY) to get off the plane in mid-air. After Jones’s course, the man (19)
(OVERCOME) his fears and (20)
(MANAGE) to fly again.

5 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence, using the word given.
Do not change the word given. You must use between
two and five words, including the word given.

1 Andrea said she would only go dancing if her
husband bought her a new outfit.
UNLESS
Andrea said she
her husband bought her a new outfit.
2 I have never seen such a terrible film before.
WORST
This is the
seen.
3 I’m sorry I didn’t meet you at the airport – my
car wasn’t working.
MET
I
at the airport if my car had been working.
4 This party is ‘evening dress’ only.
ALLOWED
You
dress casually for this party.

5 I’m not as frightened of flying as I am of ghosts!
THAN
I’m
I am of flying.
6 It was a mistake for me to buy you that
computer game.
BOUGHT
I
that computer game.
7 The play started before we could get there.
HAD
The play
when we got there.
8 I need to wear glasses to drive.
SEE
I can’t
my glasses.
5.2 exercise 5
The man talks about the incident later in the story.
He says:
‘All five chambers are empty. She fired them all.
She fired them all at me. From a distance of five or
six feet. Cute little thing, isn’t she? Too bad I had
loaded the gun with blanks.’
REVISION
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7.1

Life’s too short
b

a

c

d

Gerunds and infinitives 1
1

Identify the equipment in pictures a–o,
and name each sport.

2 With a partner ask and answer these
questions.

4 Look at these sentences:

m

do
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o

drop

get

learn

play

swim

teach

a She was doubtful
to the training session
on time.
b Steve is very proud
to scuba dive so
quickly.
c I’ve been very successful
my cousins to
ride their bikes.
d Mark was in trouble
his muddy sports
clothes on the changing room floor.
e I believe
some exercise every day in
order to keep healthy.
f You don’t have to be good
to enjoy it.
g I’m looking forward
against her again in
tomorrow’s match.

Find an example of a gerund above which:

follows a preposition.
is the subject of the sentence.
follows an expression.
follows a verb.
follows a phrasal verb.

n

5 When we put a verb after a preposition, we usually use a
gerund. Complete the following sentences with a preposition
and one of the verbs in the box.

1 I enjoy going swimming.
2 After learning to ice skate, I’m going
to learn to play ice hockey.
3 I want to take up rowing.
4 Climbing is a fairly safe sport
nowadays.
5 It’s not worth going to watch our local
football team because they always
lose!
a
b
c
d
e

l

k

j

3 A gerund, which is a verb used as a noun,
always ends in -ing, but not all -ing forms
are gerunds. An -ing form might be a
present participle or an adjective. What is
the -ing form in these sentences?

a I pulled on the climbing rope to show
I was safe.
b Anna was running along the track
when she tripped and fell.
c Snowboarding is a very popular sport.

i

h

a What sports do you really enjoy
watching?
b Is there a sportsperson or team who
you particularly like watching?
c Which sport can’t you stand
watching?
d Which sports have you either taken
up or given up recently?
e Which do you prefer – watching a
sport live or watching it on TV?
f Are there any sports you like doing on
holiday?

g

f

e

G

page 169

6 Infinitives are forms like (to) do, (to)
say. They are usually used with ‘to’, but
not always.
Look at the following sentences, which
show the most common uses of the
infinitive.

1 I’m going to the pool to have my
swimming lesson.
2 I want to enrol for netball practice
next term.
3 They are unlikely to hold the
Winter Olympics in Britain.
4 They let me do the judo classes
even though I had never done
judo before.
5 You must not run with the ball in
some sports.
6 We encouraged them to run faster
by cheering loudly.
Now say which of the infinitives above:

a
b
c
d
e
f
G

follows an adjective.
follows a modal auxiliary.
follows a main verb.
is used to express purpose.
has an infinitive without ‘to’.
follows the object of a verb.

7 Read through this email and put the verbs in brackets in the correct
form. Give your reasons.

Jill Campbell
Trip to Mont Blanc
Dear Jill,
(climb) Mont Blanc in the Alps
I’ve just got back from (1)
(tell) you what a great time I had. On
and I must (2)
(3)
(arrive) in Chamonix we were introduced to our
guides. We were then kitted out with ice-axes, crampons and climbing boots
(train) in and
and were sent straight out into two days’ (4)
around the Le Tour glacier. The guides used this time (5)
(make) the ascent and
(assess) our ability (6)
(7)
(teach) us the basics of (8)
(use) an ice-axe
(mountaineer), such as how (9)
(work) in a team.
and how best (10)
(climb) for five hours
The first day consisted of (11)
from the Nid d’Aigle to the Gouter Hut. I thought I’d be too cold
(12)
(sleep) but in fact that wasn’t a problem at all!
Day 2 started at 2 am with a four and a half hour walk to the summit.
(13)
(reach) the summit was only a third of the day’s
(jump) across
work. The descent route included (14)
gaps in the ice and took seven hours.
(see) you next
I’m really looking forward to (15)
weekend so I can (16) .......................... (tell) you all the details.
Love, Sue

page 169

Corpus spot
Be careful with gerunds and infinitives – the
Cambridge Learner Corpus shows that exam
candidates often make mistakes with these.
I look forward to hearing from you.
NOT I look forward to hear from you.
Correct the mistakes that candidates have
made with gerund and infinitive forms in
these sentences.
a I should give up to swim every morning.
b Do you want go out with me?
c I’m used to sleep in a tent.
d There’s no point play today.
e I suggest you to go to the sports centre.
f I really enjoy to read about the old tennis
stars.
g I recommend you going there.
h I hope hearing from you soon.
I I am interested to receive documentation
about the courses.
j I agree with you to find a job.

8 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given.
You must use between two and five words, including the word given.

1 The newspapers said that Pete had pushed the other player.
ACCUSED
The newspapers
the other player.
2 The pitch isn’t dry enough to play on.
TOO
The pitch
play on.
3 It wasn’t easy for me to learn how to paraglide.
DIFFICULTY
I
how to paraglide.
4 ‘I wouldn’t go diving by yourself, if I were you,’ the instructor
said.
ADVISED
The instructor
diving by myself.
5 I prefer to go on walking holidays than lie on a crowded beach.
RATHER
I
walking holidays
than lie on a crowded beach.
LIFE’S TOO SHORT
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7.2
Speaking
1

Discuss these questions with a partner.

a Which sports would you consider to
be extreme or dangerous? Why?
b Have you ever tried or watched a
dangerous sport? What was it?

Listening, Part 3 consists of five questions and five
short extracts linked by a theme. You need to match
each extract to one of the eight options, A–H. There
are three extra options that you do not need.

Listening

3

1

Listen to this extract, where a woman is
talking about a sport she has recently taken
up. As you listen, try to work out what the
sport is. What clues did you hear?
1

08

Now you’re going to hear the first
speaker again and also four other people
talking about dangerous sports. For questions
1–5, choose from the list (A–H) what each
speaker says. There are three extra letters
which you do not need to use.
09

Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 4
Speaker 5

1
2
3
4
5

A I like to set myself challenges.
B I’ve always enjoyed taking risks.
C It’s not as dangerous as some ordinary
sports.
D Knowing I might be killed makes it
more enjoyable.
E I’m not sure I want to do it again.
F It puts some excitement in my life.
G I wanted to prove to everyone that I
could do it.
H I prefer to do it in the company of other
people.
4 What dangerous sports do the speakers
mention? Are they popular in your country?
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Collocations – sports
5 Match the sports (A) with the correct verb (B)
and the place where the sport takes place (C).

Exam spot

2

Vocabulary

aerobics
martial arts
swimming
athletics
basketball

A

snowboarding
golf
running
football
gymnastics

B
do
play
go

C

pitch
court
stadium
gym
piste

course
track
studio
pool

6 Decide which is the correct word in each sentence and
explain the meaning of the other word to your partner.

a Sally had only done three marathons / laps of the
stadium before she fell.
b The spectators / defenders all cheered when their team won.
c The football umpire / referee sent two players off during
the game.
d In the French Open tennis final they had only
completed two sets / penalties before rain stopped play.
e A midfield player scored a goal / shot just before half-time.

Expressions with do
7 Speaker 5 in the Listening said ‘I did my best’. Here are some
other expressions with do. Complete the sentences below,
putting do into the correct tense.

do damage
do a good job
do without

do business with someone
do something for a living
do someone a favour

a I’ve always found that they are a very good company to
.
b What does your father
?
c The engineers
on building the
new stadium.
d The fire
a lot of
to the sports hall.
e I’d forgotten my wallet, so Tom
and lent me some money.
f The players always
for the team
and that’s why they win.
g One thing I can’t
is my bicycle –
I use it all the time.

Speaking
Exam spot
Speaking, Part 3 is a ‘shared task’. First of all you have
a two-minute discussion with another student, where
you discuss some ideas given to you on a card. You then
have one minute to decide on a solution to the task.
Remember you need to give your partner a chance to
talk and you will have to come to a decision at the end
of your discussion.

8 Ask and answer the following questions with a
partner.

a What couldn’t you do without?
b What do you do / would you like to do for a
living?
c When was the last time you did someone a favour?
d Do you always do your best? Why? / Why not?

Word formation

10 Imagine that your town is going to build some
sports facilities. Below are some facilities that could
be built. Talk to each other about how popular/
useful these sports facilities would be. Then decide
which two facilities would be best for your town.
Below are some useful phrases.

9 Use the word in brackets to form a word that fits in
the gap.
With some personal fitness trainers charging as
much as £150 an hour, it’s not surprising that only
the rich and famous can afford the kind of one-to(SURE) they
one that will (1)
work out enough to stay in shape. However, the idea
that they are only for the elite is about to be
shattered by Get Motivated, a new London-based
company that charges just £25 for an hour with
a fully qualified trainer. I decided to put this
scheme to the test and asked Get Motivated
to send a personal trainer to my home for
(TRAIN) session. When
a (2)
23-year-old Stephanie arrived, I was initially
(CERTAIN) about her as
(3)
she seemed so young, but what followed was a very
(DEMAND) hour. Stephanie
(4)
grew up in Australia and has a degree in Human
(MOVE) Studies and a diploma
(5)
(EDUCATE) – the minimum
in (6)
(QUALIFY) Get Motivated
(7)
requires. Stephanie says that what appeals most to her
about the GM scheme is that it gives her the
(FREE) to design her own
(8)
sessions for clients.

Being polite
OK, where shall we start?
What do you think?
Hesitating
Well, um, I’m not sure …
Well, let me see …
Asking for repetition
I’m sorry, could you say that again?
Could you repeat that, please?
Making things clear
What I mean is, ...
What I’m trying to say is, ...
Giving a different view
Well, it is true that ..., but ...
Of course, ...
Concluding
So, let’s come to a decision.
Right, what we’ve decided is that ...
a swimming pool

Do you think it would be useful to have a personal
trainer? Why? / Why not?

a basketball court

Which sports
facilities would be
best for our town?

a golf
course

an athletics
track

an all-weather
football pitch

LIFE’S TOO SHORT
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Exam folder 4
Reading and Use of
English, Part 1
Multiple-choice cloze
In this part of the Reading and Use
of English paper you must choose
one word or phrase from a set of four
(A, B, C or D) to fill a gap in the text.
There are eight gaps and an example.
The text always has a title, which will
give you some help in telling you what
it is about before you start reading.
Below are some examples of the type
of words that are tested in this part of
the Reading and Use of English paper.
Expressions
1 I
the conclusion, after failing to win any matches, that I would do
better to give up playing tennis altogether.
A reached
B got
C did
D came
A is the right answer. The expression is to reach a/the conclusion. You can
come to a conclusion.
Verb/Adjective + preposition
2 The man was
with burglary at the police station.
A accused
B charged
C investigated
D arrested
B is the right answer. Investigated and arrested are followed by for; accused is
followed by of.
Phrasal verbs
3 Susie fell
with her best friend last week.
A for
B out
C apart
D through
B is the right answer. To fall out means to no longer be friends. The other
phrasal verbs here, fall for, fall apart and fall through, all exist but mean
something different.
Linking words
4 I really like skiing,
my friend prefers snowboarding.
A once
B provided
C whereas
D or
C is the right answer. Whereas means but. Provided, or and once are used in
a different type of clause.
Vocabulary
5 The ............... of the party welcomed us at the door.
A guest
B companion
C household
D host
D is the right answer. All the other words are connected with people, but
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EXAM ADVICE
●

Always read the text all
the way through before
you try to fill in any gaps.

●

Make sure you read each
sentence carefully so
that you don’t miss any
important words.

●

Always put down an
answer even if you’re not
completely sure that it’s
correct.

●

Make sure you transfer
your answers to the
answer sheet correctly.

are used differently.
For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer
(A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example:
0 A dates
0

A

B

B calls
C

C looks

D stands

D

The History of Football
Football or soccer, which is so popular
all over the world, (0)
back to
the Middle Ages. At that time it was very
different from the game we play today. Any
number of players could (1)
part and
the matches usually developed into a freefor-all. In its modern (2)
, football is
less than two hundred years old.
In 1846 the first rules to govern the game
were drawn up at Cambridge University. The
number of players was (3)
to 11 per
side, which made things much more orderly
than before. Later, in 1863, the Football
Association was (4)
up to help
promote the game in Britain.

The game is played on a grass or artificial
pitch with a goal net at each end. The
(5)
is to move the ball around the
field, with the feet or head, until a player is in
a (6)
to put the ball into the net and
score a goal.
Professional football is not only the most
popular (7)
sport in the world,
but also more people actually play football
themselves than any other team sport. In 1904
FIFA, the world (8)
for football,
was founded. It promotes the World Cup
tournament every four years.

1 A play

B make

C take

D do

2 A form

B shape

C fashion

D pattern

3 A limited

B checked

C counted

D defined

4 A put

B set

C born

D called

5 A objective

B reason

C focus

D purpose

6 A place

B point

C position

D spot

7 A witness

B audience

C spectator

D viewer

8 A group

B band

C collection

D organisation

EXAM FOLDER
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8.1

Growing up

Speaking
1

Student A: Look at photos 1 and 2. They show
children playing. Compare the photographs and
say which of the activities the children would
enjoy more. Student B: give your opinion.

2 Student B: Look at photos 3 and 4. They show
teenagers at home. Compare the photographs
and say what the photos tell you about modern
teenagers. Student A: give your opinion.

1

3
2

4

Reading
3 Below is an extract from an autobiography. Read it
quickly and then say whether you think the writer
had a happy or unhappy childhood.

GROWING UP
I lived in the same house in Westpark Grove for my whole
childhood. There was no major landmark to help you find your
way around in my neighbourhood. Every street looked almost
identical, like a soap opera set. Our two-storey house was set
a few metres back from the road and was a perfectly hideous
pink colour, which my parents seemed to like. The only
feature we had that no-one else had was a huge garage, over
the door of which my dad had painted the words GARAGE
ENTRANCE in large black letters. Anyone silly enough to
park in front of the driveway should beware. You didn’t want to
get on the wrong side of my dad, believe me!
We had three bedrooms and I used to share mine with my
sister Lucy, who is two years older than me. We had a bunk
bed – I slept on top – a wardrobe and a desk. Our brother Tom,
who is a year younger than I am, had a room the size of a
broom cupboard at the very back of the house, overlooking the
garden. The three of us used to have terrible fights with each
other in those days. We always worried that my mum would
find out about the fights. We used to slip handwritten notes under
the bedroom doors, asking, ‘Are you going to tell Mum?’ There
were boxes to tick for ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
We all had chores to do before and after school. It seems
hard now but we were used to doing them. Meanwhile,
the neighbourhood kids would be playing in the street
outside. Sometimes we would go out and play with them,
but we kept an eye open for Mum, who disapproved of us
playing outside. There was a big supermarket just on the
edge of town, but my mum and I would struggle the six
kilometres into town by bus every Saturday to the weekly
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market in the centre of town. It was better and cheaper
than a supermarket, she said. We would then come home
laden down with what seemed like a mountain of plastic
bags and sink gratefully onto the sofa in the living room
when we got in. Dad thought that getting the car out for
shopping was a waste of time.
My first best friend was Sarah. We got on really well
and she was good at keeping secrets. I can’t remember a
single occasion when we fell out. I used to sleep over at
her house and we’d have midnight feasts of chocolate.
We spent all our spare time together – like sisters. I used
to hang around the local shops with her, if there was
nothing decent showing at the local cinema. I wanted
to be a pop star or be in films when I grew up and poor
long-suffering Sarah was very good about listening to
me singing all the latest pop songs and showing off my
dancing to practise my stage technique. I think it helped
having a critical audience as when I finally started at
drama school, I felt quite confident and this showed.
In the summer, Sarah and I and the rest of our class went
to school camp. It was on an island off the coast. It seemed
so adventurous to spend the night sleeping in a tent miles
from anywhere. Sarah was more sensible than I was and
often kept me from getting into trouble with the narrowminded Mrs Dodd, our teacher. Once I thought it’d be a
good idea to go swimming in the sea just before sunrise. I’d
forgotten that Mrs Dodd would be coming round to wake
us up and would see immediately if anyone wasn’t in bed.
Sarah covered for me, though, and put a pillow under the
sheets so Mrs Dodd would think I was there. We actually got
away with it, too! Great times.

line 30

line 32

Exam spot
Part 5 of Reading and Use of English is a text with six multiplechoice questions, where you have to choose the answer to a
question or finish a sentence from four given alternatives. You
should read the text and the questions carefully, because this
part of the exam tests detailed understanding. It is helpful to
underline the words in the text which contain the answers to
the questions.

4 Read the first paragraph more carefully and answer
question 1. Then look at the explanation below –
were you right?

3 What does ‘It’ refer to in line 30?
A the supermarket
B the centre of town
C the weekly market
D the bus
There is often an item of vocabulary such as a
word or phrase which is unusual or idiomatic,
or one that is used by the writer in a special way.
You should work out the meaning by looking at
the context around the word or phrase itself.
4 What does ‘laden down with’ mean in line 32?
A carrying
B having bought
C having chosen
D borrowing

1 What does the writer say about her father in the
first paragraph?
A He was very proud of his garage.
B He could get angry if you annoyed him.
C He disliked his neighbours.
D He was quite a selfish person.

Now do the next two questions, underlining the word
or phrase in the text which gives you the answer.

The answer is B. – Anyone silly enough to park
in front of the driveway should beware. You didn’t
want to get on the wrong side of my dad, believe me.
A, C and D are all likely, but there is nothing in
the text which says this.

5 What does the writer say about her friend Sarah
in the fourth paragraph?
A She lived in a nicer house than the writer did.
B She was a very easy-going person.
C She and the writer sometimes had arguments.
D She had the same ambitions as the writer.

Now read the notes and answer questions 2–4.

There will often be a question which asks you
what the writer is ‘suggesting’ or ‘implying’. This
is called an inference question and you have to
decide from various clues in the text what the
writer means to say.
2 In the second paragraph, what does the writer
suggest about her family?
A There was a large age difference between the
girls and Tom.
B They were afraid their mother would tell their
father about the fights.
C Some members of the family got on with each
other better than others.
D They had only limited living space while they
were growing up.

6 What happened when the writer went
swimming in the sea one morning?
A Sarah told the teacher what had happened.
B The writer’s absence went unnoticed.
C Mrs Dodd didn’t come into the tent that
morning.
D The writer managed to get back to bed in time.
5 In pairs, discuss the following questions.

a What do you think about the writer’s childhood?
Was it similar to yours? Why? / Why not?
b Do you think children should help their parents
with housework? Why? / Why not?
c How much time do you spend at home rather
than doing activities outside the home?
d Do you think that children grow up too quickly
nowadays? Why? / Why not?

Sometimes a ‘reference’ question is included,
which tests your understanding of words such
as it and this. You must read the lines before and
after the word carefully before deciding what it
is referring to.
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8.2
used to and would
1

Read examples a–c and then match them
with uses 1–3.

a The three of us used to have terrible
fights. (used to + verb)
b Sometimes we would go out and play.
(would + verb)
c We were used to doing them. (be/get
used to + -ing verb)
1 To talk about something in the past
that doesn’t happen now. This could be
something permanent.
2 To mean ‘to be/get accustomed to’.
3 To talk about a repeated action in the
past which doesn’t happen now. Note
that the action must be repeated and
this form is normally used for narrative.
Look at the following sentences and decide
what the difference is between them.

I’m used to living away from home.
I’m getting used to living away from home.

Corpus spot
The Cambridge Learner Corpus shows that exam
candidates often make mistakes with used to and
would.
I used to live in London.
NOT I use to live in London.

2 Correct the following sentences, if necessary.

a Great Britain would have a large
manufacturing industry.
b People used to work very long hours in
the past.
c People are now used to working harder
for less money.
d It takes a long time to get used to do a
new job.
e My grandmother was used to work very
long hours when she was a girl.
f When I worked for the BBC, I would
often have to travel abroad.
g When I was a child, I use to go to the
zoo with my parents.
G
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8

3 Discuss the following situations using would, used to, get used to
or be used to.

a What did you used to do in the holidays when you were a
child?
b Have you ever had any problems getting used to doing
something?
c What did you used to do in the past that you don’t do now?
d What kind of food are you used to eating?

Vocabulary
Collocations
4 Look at this example from 8.1.

She was good at keeping secrets.
Choose the correct collocation in a–g.

a
b
c
d
e

My father’s new car can have / do 200 kph.
I don’t like people who break / keep their promises.
We’re doing / having a holiday in South Africa this year.
Max made / took a fortune from computer software.
The music from the festival made / kept me awake for ages
last night.
f This ice cream gets / tastes really good.
g Lily spends / keeps too much time at her friend’s house.

Phrasal verbs with get
5 In the text in 8.1 the writer says, ‘We got away with it, too.’
Complete the sentences using the phrases in the box.

the flu washing the floor the tennis team some work
the angry neighbour not paying
a The two boys got away from
as quickly
as they could.
b Susie needs to get down to
because she
has exams soon.
c Tom got out of
, which put him in a
good mood.
d I’m just getting over
after being in bed
for a week.
e He was delighted when he got into
at
the weekend.
f You won’t get away with
taxes.

6 In pairs, look at a–f in 5 again and decide what each phrasal verb means. Then talk
about the following questions.

a
b
c
d

What sort of things do you try to get away with not doing?
Do you need to get down to some work soon?
Have you ever had a bad dose of flu? How long did it take you to get over it?
Have you ever got into a sports team?

Word formation
7 For questions 1–8, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of
some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line.
HOW YOUR FRIENDS AND THEIR FRIENDS CAN AFFECT YOUR MOOD
Recent research shows that our moods are more (0) STRONGLY influenced
by friends than we tend to think. Not only that, but the moods of friends
of friends affect us too – even up to three degrees of (1)
. Indeed, it is
becoming clear that a whole range of things are transmitted through (2)
networks of friends in ways that are not entirely understood, from (3)
to a (4)
for certain types of music or to what you watch on TV.

STRONG
SEPARATE
SOCIETY
HAPPY
PREFER

to be happy increases with the number of happy friends you
Your (5)
have and if a good friend who lives within a couple of kilometres of you suddenly
becomes happy, that increases the chances of you becoming happy by more
than 60 per cent.

ABLE

copy the facial expressions,
Psychologists have shown that people (6)
manner of speech, body language and general (7)
of people around them,
often with (8)
speed and accuracy, despite being unaware they are doing
it. This causes them to actually experience the emotions associated with what
they are copying.

CONSCIOUS
BEHAVE
REMARK

Speaking
8 How important are your friends to you? Discuss
the following questions with a partner.

a Do you think you make friends easily?
Why? / Why not?
b How long have you known your best
friend?
c Have you ever fallen out with a friend?
d What is the most important quality to
you in a friend?
e Do you sometimes get on with your
friends better than with your family?
Why? / Why not?
f Do you usually do the same things
as your friends? Why? / Why not?
g Do you copy your friends’ clothes or
manner of speech?

D O YO U N E E D M O R E P R AC T I C E ?
CD-ROM UNITS 7–8
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Writing folder 4
Part 1 Essays
Look back at Writing folder 2 on pages 32–33, which focused mainly on content and language.
This Writing folder looks at planning and organising your ideas.
1

Read the following exam question and then look at the essay plan which follows.
In your English class you have been talking about jobs and salaries. Now your teacher has
asked you to write an essay.
Write an essay using all the notes and give reasons for your point of view.

Compared to people in other jobs, sportspeople are paid too much for what they do.
Do you agree?
Notes
Write about:
1. which jobs are important in society
2. why some sportspeople are paid a lot of money
3.
(your own idea)

2 Put paragraphs A–E in order so they follow the essay plan.
A
On the other hand, a sportsperson’s career does not last
long, so the high salary is only for a limited period of time.
Furthermore, injury can cut short a career. Therefore it is
reasonable that sportspeople receive substantial earnings.

Paragraph 1
– a general introduction
Paragraph 2
– jobs that are important

B
First of all, it is true that playing sport for a living is not
essential to society. Nurses do an essential job but they earn
very little compared to many sportspeople. Also, a football
player, for example, will only be playing for a few hours a day
while a nurse could work at least twelve hours a day.
C
To sum up, sportspeople are highly paid but they often deserve
the money. The real issue is that people in more important jobs
are paid too little.

Paragraph 3
– sportspeople’s salaries
Paragraph 4
– sport’s importance today
Paragraph 5
– a conclusion

E

D
The topic of sportspeople’s earnings often causes a
great deal of discussion, especially in the media.
Many people have strong feelings on the subject,
and so do I.
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Essay plan
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4

In addition, sport has a central place in modern
society, giving pleasure to many people. The fact
that it is such a popular form of entertainment
means that high salaries can perhaps be justified.

3 Look at these examples from the essay. The
adjectives used show good language range and
would impress an examiner. Suggest an alternative
adjective for each phrase.

substantial earnings
the real issue
a central place

6 Using some of these ideas, write your essay in
140–190 words. Make sure you use appropriate
linkers (see 4).

an essential job
strong feelings

lifestyle

4 Sort the linkers in the box into these three types. The
examples given come from the essay in 2.
Addition

Contrast

Result

In addition

On the other hand

Therefore

studying late at
night

stress at work

think more
clearly

sleep better

health benefits

as a result
as well as
at the same time
consequently
furthermore
in contrast
nevertheless
cost

Assessment focus
A well-organised answer to Part 1 will score a high
mark for organisation, where up to five marks are
available. The essay should contain an introduction and a
conclusion, and be suitably paragraphed and linked.

5 Read this exam question and add your ideas to the
diagram opposite.

time taken

drawbacks
of taking more exercise

EXAM ADVICE

In your English class you have been talking about
the benefits of regular exercise. Now your teacher
has asked you to write an essay.

Content

Write an essay using all the notes and give
reasons for your point of view.

Communicative achievement

●

Focus on the three main ideas.

●

Give examples from your personal experience.

●

Make sure your argument is easy to follow.

●

Write in a fairly formal style.

Organisation

Should people who are studying or working hard take
regular exercise?

Make a plan before you start writing.

●

Outline the main ideas in an introduction.

●

Organise your essay in paragraphs.

Language

Notes
Write about:
1. lifestyle
2. health benefits
3.

●

(your own idea)

●

Rephrase key language in your own words where
possible.

●

Use adjective–noun collocations to show your range
of vocabulary.

●

Include complex clauses and a variety of other
structures.
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9.1

The hard sell

Modals 2: Speculation
and deduction
1

Look at the advert opposite. What do you
think it is selling? Discuss your ideas with a
partner, using some of these openers.

Well, it could be advertising …
Or perhaps it might be for …
I think it must be a …
It can’t be for … because …
Look at page 85 to find out if you guessed
correctly.
2 The modal verbs in the first pair of examples
above indicate that the speaker is unsure
about something. It is also possible to use
may, though less common. However, can is
not used in this way.
Is the speaker unsure in the second pair of
examples? Which words tell you?
Now look at this example. Is the speaker
unsure?

It couldn’t possibly be an advert for chocolate.
Does the meaning change if the full stop is
replaced by a question mark? Say the sentence
and the question aloud to your partner. The
question would sound better with extra words
at the end. Which words?
G

page 170

3 Now read the text about a TV advert and
underline examples of the modals used in 1.
4 Explain the meaning of these words from
the text.

a
b
c
d
e
f

voice-over
jingle
celebrity
verdict
brand
cunning

Why is the title of Bob’s article appropriate?
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UNIT

9

The best ad missed
the boat at Cannes
This is the title of an article by Bob Garfield, an American
expert on advertising. He was writing about the International
Advertising Film Festival, which takes place some time after the
main film festival in Cannes.
For Bob, the best ad of the year was from Delvico Bates,
Barcelona, for Esencial hand cream. The ad shows a woman
riding her bike, which has a very squeaky chain. The woman
gets off the bike, opens her jar of Esencial and rubs some of
the cream onto the chain. Then she rides away – but the squeak
remains. Why? Because, as the voice-over says, ‘Esencial
moisturises, but it has no grease.’
Why is this ad so good? It can’t be for its special effects, because
there aren’t any. Might it be the music? No, there isn’t even
a jingle. Could it be that the woman is a celebrity? No. Bob’s
verdict: ‘It’s a vivid demonstration of brand non-attributes.
Inspired. Cunning. Brilliant.’ In other words, by showing failure
in a different context, the quality of the product is reinforced –
grease is good for bike chains, but not for the skin.
So surely this ad must have won at Cannes? No. The simple
truth is that it couldn’t win, because the agency failed to enter it
in time for the festival deadline!

5 In the final paragraph, it says So surely this ad must have won
at Cannes? Here, the modal is referring to a past action. Say
whether the speaker is sure or unsure in sentences a–c below.

a Their latest TV commercial must have cost a fortune to
produce.
b There’s one commercial showing a man sitting in an
armchair on a mountain peak. That couldn’t have
actually happened – it must be done by special effects.
c Advertising has come a long way in the last forty
years. Audiences of the 1960s might have been totally
overwhelmed by an action-packed commercial of today!
G

page 170

6 Read this text and think of the word which best fits each gap.
Use only one word in each gap. There is an example at the
beginning (0).

DAVID OGILVY
THE KING OF
MADISON
AVENUE
David Ogilvy, originally from Scotland, has often
(0) BEEN called ‘The Father of Advertising’. He believed
that you should see (1)
single aim or idea
through with passion and ‘Go the whole hog!’ A larger
(2)
life figure, he showed endless enthusiasm
for the things that really interested him.
The role he played best, and indeed defined, was
that (3)
the British gentleman in New York.
When he set (4)
the advertising agency
Ogilvy and Mather there in 1948, he drove a Rolls-Royce,
wore a full-length cape and used to attend parties in a
Scottish kilt, (5)
sure to pause at the top of
the stairs to give fellow guests ‘the full effect’.
Starting from a two-room office, Ogilvy hired bright
young staff and developed the advertising agency into a
huge empire, transforming (6)
into the most
famous ad man in the world in the process. He was a
complete workaholic and a rather moral individual, who
walked away from cigarette advertising long before his
competitors. He campaigned (7)
billboards,
which in his view made the world look ugly, and
(8)
never accept any marketing strategy
that deceived the public. He told copywriters to just
‘tell the truth, and make the truth interesting’.

Vocabulary
Collocations
7 Look at the adjectives below. Which ones
collocate with each of the nouns on the
right? List the phrases that are possible, for
example huge variety. Use some in the role
play in 8.

huge
high
low
deep
shallow
narrow
wide

variety
message
idea
budget
market
character
picture
view
voice

8 Role play: XK trainers. Get into small
groups and read your instructions (A or B).
Then spend a few minutes listing useful
vocabulary, using a dictionary if necessary.
When groups A and B are both ready, have
a face-to-face discussion.
Metallic mesh
upper for
strength and
breathability.

Inflatable
cushioning to
fit perfectly
around foot.

Self tying, no
need for laces.

Shock absorbing gel pumped into undersole to absorb impact.

Group A: Advertising agency
A leading manufacturer of sports
shoes, XK, is about to launch their
new trainer. Your agency hopes to get
the contract for the TV commercial
and you need to prepare your ideas.
As there is a big budget for this, you
should use famous people and exotic
locations! Prepare to meet XK.
Group B turn to page 85.
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9.2

5

Listening
1

Briefly describe a TV commercial to your partner,
using some of the expressions below. Explain your
feelings about it.

There’s one commercial that is for …
The thing I really like about it is …
What I can’t stand is …
2

1

10 You are going to hear two people talking
about some TV commercials. In Part 1, which of these
aspects are mentioned by the speakers? Tick the ones
you hear.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
3

a puzzling beginning
a storyline with flashbacks
a dramatic ending
a setting that is out of the ordinary
a surprising location
a well-known personality
a powerful slogan
an extravagant production

1

11 Listen to Part 2, where one particular advert is
discussed. Answer the questions below by writing
W for woman or M for man in the boxes.

1 Who didn’t like the advert?
2 Who was surprised by part
of the advert?
3 Who agrees that Ray was
an effective character?
4 Who liked the music in
the advert?

2
3
4

4 Answer this practice question as you listen to
Part 2 again.

What do the speakers agree is important in a
successful advert?
A a strong storyline that people will find entertaining
B attractive characters that people will identify with
C an unpredictable element that will be
memorable

9

1 According to Don, what is the key factor when
making a TV commercial?
A the type of location
B the choice of actors
C the depth of storyline
2 When developing the script, Don believes it is
vital to
A time the overall message.
B feature the product by name.
C use a lot of beautiful language.
3 According to Don, if the same advertising
company produces several commercials for a
product,
A it could create a sense of boredom with the
brand.
B it may attract new clients with similar
advertising needs.
C it can be beneficial to include a familiar
element in the series.
4 Before booking air time for a TV commercial,
Don recommends
A targeting a product to a suitable channel.
B finding out accurate viewing figures.
C giving priority to cost over timing.

G rammar extra
Order of adjectives

In Listening, Part 4, you have to answer seven multiplechoice questions about an interview or conversation
between two speakers. The questions may focus on people’s
feelings or opinions.

UNIT

You will hear part of an interview with a man
called Don Cooper, who makes TV commercials. For
questions 1–4, choose the best answer (A, B or C).
12

1

Exam spot
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1

The woman talks about a graceful silver vehicle. Which of the two
adjectives is used to give an opinion? Can the order of these
adjectives be changed?
Underline the adjectives used in slogans a–d and then identify
them according to the types below. What is the rule for opinion
adjectives?
a The classic British motorbike
b The sensational new album from Jack Johnson
c Our popular full-length navy cotton nightshirt
d Bite-sized biscuits with a delicious creamy filling
OPINION
DESCRIPTION: SIZE SHAPE AGE COLOUR NATIONALITY MATERIAL
Descriptive adjectives are usually in the order above. It is quite
unusual to have four adjectives in a row (as in example c). More
commonly, any additional descriptive information is given in a
separate phrase (as in example d).
Decide whether the following adjectives are in the correct order.
Reorder them where necessary.
a a black huge dog
b an awful old woollen coat
c the Italian famous singer
d a red large apple
e an elaborate wooden square box
f a sophisticated new novel by a Scottish tremendous author

Vocabulary

Speaking

Expressions for discussing ideas

8 Look at the four photographs. Identify what product
each billboard is advertising and discuss how
effective it is at selling the product.

6 There are a number of verbs in English that may
signal an opinion or idea. Look at this example from
the recording.

I reckon I know pretty much what the magic
ingredients are.
In British English, I reckon is informal in register and
would not be used in formal speech or writing. Which
of these verbs are also informal?

admit bet doubt expect guess
suggest suppose stress
7 Put the phrases below into these groups. You heard
some of them in the recordings. Use them in the next
Speaking section.

Introducing an idea or opinion
Giving a different point of view
Adding to an idea
I suppose
On the other hand
It seems to me that

Not only that, but
True enough, though
What’s more

• Spend some time looking at the photographs
and note down useful vocabulary for each one.
• Think about how to structure the discussion
so that you and your partner have equal
opportunities to take part. Use some of the
phrases from Unit 7 on page 51 to achieve this.
• Try to speak together for about two minutes.
9 Now decide together which two adverts are the most
effective and why. Be ready to justify your choice to
the class.
10 Outline the possible advantages and disadvantages
of outdoor advertising, using modal verbs from 9.1
and some of the words and phrases in exercises
6 and 7.

Well, I suppose it could be cheaper than advertising
a product on TV. Though on the other hand …
3

1

2

4
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Exam folder 5
Listening, Part 2 Sentence completion
In this part of the Listening paper you will hear a monologue, such as a talk or a lecture. The
task is to complete a set of sentences. You have 45 seconds to read the questions for this part. Use
the time before the recording starts to predict what you might hear, underlining key words and
phrases.
1

Look at these examples of Part 2 sentences and find words and phrases in the recording script below
that relate to the underlined words and phrases. Can you predict what the missing words are?

As an example of making a scientific claim, the speaker talks about an advertisement for
1
.
The most important message in the advertisement for the car is to do with 2
When targeting teenagers in advertisements, products are often linked to 3
which others would find unacceptable.
Advertisements aimed at parents may include young children or 4
and
, as they connect with their role as carers.

Recording script
1 To support the suggestion that one product is better than its competitors, the existence of
actual proof is often mentioned. In one case, involving the promotion of
,
reference was made to an unnamed university research project, which analysed shades of
white.
2 It must be true that there are more advertisements focusing on our love of driving than
on anything else. While the messages of freedom and mobility are always important, it
is above all the aspect of
that is stressed in this particular one. We are
supposed to believe that this car will take us to new places in society and change our role
for ever.
3 Advertisers adopt different strategies as far as young people between the ages of 15 and
19 are concerned. For this population, it is not about conforming but about the complete
opposite of that. Indeed, products for this age group are frequently connected with
, the kind that older people such as parents might well disapprove of.
4 Turning to mothers and fathers as consumers, advertisements targeting these people often
reinforce the experience of bringing up a family. An advert that links its product to young
children or even, interestingly enough, to
, will probably succeed because
these images appeal directly to motherly or, perhaps less commonly, fatherly instincts!
2

1

13

Now listen to the recording and write one or two words in gaps 1–4.

3 Transfer your answers to this sample answer sheet. Be careful with spelling.
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.

4 Read this advice
before you do the
exam task in 5.

5

1

EXAM ADVICE
●

Use the time before the recording starts to read the questions carefully.

●

Look at the words either side of the gap to predict what you might hear.

●

Write down the actual words that you hear – don’t waste time trying to rephrase the
information.

●

Don’t include extra information – you only need to write one, two or three words at most.

●

Don’t panic if you miss a question at the first listening – listen out for the answer at the
second listening.

●

Always write something, even if you’re not sure that it’s the correct answer.

●

At the end of the test, write your answers clearly in capital letters on the answer sheet.

●

Check your spelling – although minor errors are accepted, you may lose marks for incorrect
spelling.

You will hear part of a talk about advertising jingles. For
questions 1–10, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase.
14

THE COMMERCIAL JINGLE
One example of the contents of a basic jingle is a (1)

.

The first modern jingle in 1926 advertised a (2)

.

The rules on radio advertising in the 1930s forbade the use of (3)
goods during peak listening periods.

of

The programme about a family began with a jingle for a (4)
was the first of its kind in the USA.
In the 1950s, jingles were often created by (5)

, which
.

When the jingle became less popular, advertisers started to use (6)

.

From the late 1980s, commercials have had to reflect a complete (7)

.

Payments from advertisers have covered earnings lost due to (8)
of music.
According to some psychologists, music that has a (9)
is easier to remember.
An ‘ear worm’ is up to (10)

to the listener

long.
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10.1

vw

Speaking
1

The pictures show
people in imaginary
future situations away
from the Earth. Compare
the people and say
whether you think these
situations could happen
in the future.

Reading
2 Skim the article on
space travel for its
general meaning,
ignoring the missing
sentences. Why do
NASA and the SFF have
different priorities?
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UNIT

SPACE

The final frontier

10

CHEAP ACCESS TO SPACE
‘Cheap’ is an important word in space technology nowadays and re-usable
rockets will be a key way of controlling costs. They will deliver things, bring stuff
back to Earth and then go up again, perhaps with machinery for a space factory,
or even carrying tourists. In the future, these space vehicles will be orbiting the
Earth as efficiently as air freight carriers. There could be a billion-dollar market
in taking packages from one side of the planet to the other in an hour.
NASA, the government-owned space
program, once aimed to develop a re-usable
rocket. 1
It plans to launch a manned
expedition to an asteroid by 2025 and since
this will require different technology, it is more
likely that people outside the NASA program
will develop re-usable rocket design.
Rick Tumlinson, co-founder of the Space
Frontier Foundation (SFF), has spent the past
two decades pushing for human exploration
and settlement of the solar system. Space
News magazine described him as one of
the 100 most influential people in the space
industry. Tumlinson has always maintained
that businesses should get involved, and
views NASA as a bit of a dinosaur.
‘25 years after the Wright brothers
2
flew a plane for the first time, people could
buy a commercial plane ticket, but 25 years
after landing on the Moon, we sat around
watching old astronauts on TV talking about
the good old days.’
Using his high profile, Tumlinson is going
to try to prove a point. Space is our destiny,
he says, so why not get on with it? He and
his colleagues encourage any business that
shares this aim. 3
For example, in
December 2010, SpaceX (Space Exploration
Technologies) launched their re-usable space
capsule Dragon. After circling the planet
twice, it returned with parachutes, landing
as planned in the Pacific Ocean. Tumlinson
immediately congratulated the company
on successfully completing the world’s first
commercial orbital space flight and recovery,
saying, ‘This flight will go down in history as
a turning point for the opening of space to
regular people.’
While it was a significant technical
achievement for SpaceX as a company,
the flight was also highly significant for the
American taxpayer. With the retirement of

the Space Shuttle, the United States has an
urgent need for commercial manned space
flight. Until that happens, NASA will be
totally dependent on the Russian Soyuz to
carry astronauts to and from the International
Space Station, at a price of over $50 million
per seat. 4
They submitted their
proposal to NASA just days after Dragon
returned to Earth.
At one point, the SFF ran a survey on the
internet called ‘Cheap Access to Space’,
where it asked American taxpayers for their
opinions on the US space program and future
priorities for space transportation. Their own
view has always been that it is impossible
for NASA to offer an ‘open frontier’. NASA
is ‘elitist and exclusive’, whereas the SFF
believes in opportunities for everyone: ‘a
future of endlessly expanding new choices’.
The SFF wants to see ‘irreversible human
settlement’ in space as soon as possible and
maintains that this is only going to happen
through free enterprise. It is inappropriate
for government-sponsored astronauts to be
constructing buildings and driving trucks.
SpaceX’s achievements to date
5
demonstrate a willingness to make this
happen.
Once space transportation becomes
affordable, mass space travel will be
possible. Many people believe that by 2025
space tourism will have become a viable
industry. However, US government officials
don’t really see a future for space tourism.
David Ashford, Managing Director
6
of the British company Bristol Spaceplanes
Limited, once said that space tourism would
begin ten years after people stopped
laughing at the concept. People have already
stopped laughing.

E

Exam spot
In Reading and Use of English, Part 6, remember that
there is an extra sentence that isn’t needed. After you have
chosen your answers, check that the extra option doesn’t fit
anywhere in the text.

3 Six sentences have been removed from the article.
Choose from the sentences A–G the one which fits
each gap. There is one extra sentence, which you do
not need to use.
Work through the text, using the underlined phrases
in sentence A to help you decide whether it fits in any
of the gaps. Discuss your ideas with a partner.
Then underline the words and phrases in sentences
B–G that link to the text and decide on your answers.
A

B

At the same time, the SFF accepts that NASA’s missions could
bring other scientific benefits.
More than one such firm has developed impressive solutions for
getting into space and back cheaply.

C

Commercial activity such as this is what the private sector
should be doing.

D

However, the USA’s priorities have changed in the 21st century.

E

Here again, private companies may well prove them wrong in
the very near future.

F

SpaceX is prepared to meet this need – and at less than half
the cost.

G

In an early article he wrote about the government-owned space
program, he made the following observation.

5 The use of the negative prefixes il-, im-, in- and irdepends on the first letter of the word they join, as in
inappropriate. Look back at Exam folder 2 for guidance.
Add a prefix to form negative adjectives in a–f.

a legal
b experienced
c responsible

d moral
e regular
f patient

6 Use four of the negative adjectives to complete a–d.

a Someone who wants something to happen as
soon as possible is
.
b A young adult who has no knowledge of working
life is
.
c Driving a car without a licence is
.
d Friends who only see each other occasionally
meet at
intervals.

Speaking
7 Discuss these questions, using some of the words
from this unit.

a Do you think you will ever take a holiday in
space? Why? / Why not?
b What benefits and drawbacks might the
commercial development of space bring?
c Should governments spend tax-payers’ money on
space travel?
d Why are there so many satellites orbiting the
Earth? Will this technology become more
important, in your view?

Vocabulary
Word formation
4 Go through the text again to find words related to a–j
(i and j are in sentences A–G). An example is given.
Which word contains both a prefix and a suffix?

a
b
c
d
e

use
re-usable
settle
commerce
achieve
end

f
g
h
i
j

appropriate
willing
afford
science
impress
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10.2
Review of future tenses
1

Look at sentences a–e from the article on space and
identify the future forms listed 1–4 below. What other
tense is used in sentences f and g to refer to the
future?

1
2
3
4

going to future
future simple
future continuous
future perfect

a They will deliver things, bring stuff back to
Earth and then go up again.
b This is only going to happen through free
enterprise.
c In the future, these space vehicles will be
orbiting the Earth as efficiently as air freight
carriers.
d Many people believe that by 2025 space tourism
will have become a viable industry.
e Tumlinson is going to try to prove a point.
f It plans to launch a manned expedition to an
asteroid by 2025.
g However, this situation is due to change.
2 Which of the sentences a–g mention the following?

1 a prediction about the future
2 a planned event that is expected to happen soon
3 an event that has not yet happened but will
happen within a certain period of time
4 an intention to do something
3 How are predictions about the future expressed in
these two examples?

a Private companies may well prove them wrong.
b There could be a billion-dollar market in taking
packages from one side of the planet to the other
in an hour.
4 Why is would used in this example instead of will?

David Ashford once said that space tourism would
begin ten years after people stopped laughing at
the concept.
G
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5 Choose the correct option in italics in these sentences
and explain why it is correct.

a Within the next twenty years, the cost of space
travel will be falling / will fall dramatically.
b In the near future, it’s likely that adventure
holidays won’t be / aren’t going to be limited to
remote places on Earth.
c People will / may one day have the opportunity
to go to distant planets, but first we need to
discover a way of travelling faster than the speed
of light.
d Our 7-day trip is due to depart on 1st December,
2025 and will carry / will have carried you 100 km
into space.
e I’ve decided I am going to book / will book a trip
into space as soon as I can afford it.
f The Americans always said they would fly / will
fly to Mars.
g Sooner or later people will live / will be living in
space.
h The International Space Station will have been /
will be manned for 14 years in November.

6 What will we wear in the future? Read these exam
candidates’ ideas and complete the summary, using
the future perfect of the verbs in the box. You may
need to use the passive form. One verb isn’t needed.

Listening
7

1 15 You are going to hear three people talking
about the future. Decide whether each speaker has
a positive or a negative view of what life for human
beings might be like.

Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Which speaker is closest to your own ideas about the
future? Why?

Vocabulary
A new technology will change fabrics so
they will change their colour during the
day. People will be even more concerned
with pollution and harmful UV rays, so
their clothes will have built-in protective
filters to help them keep healthy.

You may think that people will wear silver
clothes like in science-fiction movies but
I think everyone will wear very colourful
balloons. They will use a special gas
inside the balloons to make them fly.

become

fill

include manage

rise

take

One person predicts that pollution

(1)

to a dangerous level, but

optimistically suggests that manufacturers

(2)

some form of protection against

this in their clothes. The other writes about
people flying in their clothes, explaining that
these ‘balloons’

(3)

with gas to

lift them off the ground. Neither feels that
clothes

(4)

a uniform colour such

as the silver of so many futuristic films. In
fact, one person believes that a development
in technology

(5)

place to create

Phrases with at
8 Speaker 2 used the preposition at in three different
ways:

I’m reading one of his sci-fi ones at the moment.
They live for at least three hundred years.
There will always be some country at war with
another.
Choose the correct phrase for each of these
sentences and explain the meaning of the incorrect
options.

1 Hurry up, we’ll be locked inside the building
unless we leave
.
A at first B at once C at last
2 Jordi is looking forward to the move but,
, I know he’ll miss his friends
here.
A at least B at present C at the same time
3 For the first time in ten years, this war-torn
country is now
, thanks to the
skills of the negotiators on both sides.
A at peace B at war C at rest
4 Journalists often get scientific facts slightly
wrong, but this article is inaccurate reporting
.
A at his laziest B at its worst C at their best
Notice, as in the last example, that at is commonly
used with a pronoun and a superlative.

materials that can change colour while they are
being worn.

What are your own ideas about future clothes?

D O YO U N E E D M O R E P R AC T I C E ?
C D - R O M U N I T S 9 – 10
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Writing folder 5
Part 2 Articles
1

Look at these titles of articles about the
future. Which article would you most
like to read? Why?

2 Match the titles to the opening
paragraphs A–D. Do all four paragraphs
fit their titles well? Why? / Why not?

Aliens are coming …

3 – 2 – 1 Lift off!
A lifelong ambition

Is anybody there?
C

A

Imagine being launched in a rocket towards that
final frontier. Strapped into your seat in a shiny silver
capsule, you feel the power of the engines as they
carry you up and away. And soon you are orbiting
the Earth, covering vast distances and looking down
on the planet you call home.

Our planet is going to be invaded –
not
by little green men but by a revolutio
nary
new form of transport! Next week
sees
the launch of a worldwide advertis
ing
campaign, for a vehicle that could
completely change our life on Earth.

D
B
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it may be
I want to go up into space. I think
up into space
possible for ordinary people to go
travel. I want
soon. I read something about space
I can go up
to be one of the first to go. I hope
into space.
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On some nights, I open my window and watch
the stars. It’s a nice thing to do. Sometimes
I stay there for ages, wondering what the
universe holds. It makes me feel small. Space
is a big place. There are a lot of galaxies apart
from our own – so there must be other life?

3 Look again at paragraph D. How could it be
improved? Choose words and phrases from the pairs
below to replace the words underlined. In each pair,
both a and b fit the text correctly, so the final choice
is up to you!

5 Now look at this exam question.
You see this notice in an in-flight magazine and
decide to enter the competition.

GALAXY TRAVEL
COMPETITION

D
On some nights, I open my window and watch
the stars. It’s a nice thing to do. Sometimes
I stay there for ages, wondering what the
universe holds. It makes me feel small. Space
is a big place. There are a lot of galaxies apart
from our own – so there must be other life?

a
stare at
wonderful
unimportant
vast
so many

What forms of transport will
we be using in 50 years’ time?
Where will we take our
holidays?

b
gaze at
brilliant
humble
huge
an enormous number of

Write us an article, giving us your
views on both of these questions.
Science fiction writer John T. Price will
choose the most original article, which
will receive a prize of $1,000 and be
published in our magazine next year.

What parts of speech are the words in a–d below?
Insert all these words into paragraph D where they
fit best.

a
b
c
d

cloudless
forms of
very
truly

beautiful

twinkling

such
surely

Read through the paragraph once more. Could
any sentences be joined together? Write out a final
version.
4 Paragraph B is a poor attempt at an opening
paragraph. Why? Rewrite it, making the following
improvements, along with any others of your own.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Order the ideas more clearly.
Join any short sentences together.
Include a first sentence that links back to the title.
Replace any repeated words, e.g. want, wish, hope.
Use a variety of sentence openers.
Add suitable words to describe and emphasise.

Assessment focus
An article is not an essay. It is written for a wider audience
and will appear in a certain type of magazine or on a website.
Making your article interesting to read will hold the reader’s
attention and you will score a higher mark in the exam for
communicative achievement.

Write your article in 140–190 words.
6 Answer these questions about the writing task.

a
b
c
d

Which two topics do you need to write about?
What is meant by ‘forms’?
Should the style be serious or lively?
How many paragraphs should you write?

7 Read the Exam advice below and look back over
Units 9 and 10 for relevant vocabulary and grammar.
Then write your article in 140–190 words. Don’t be
afraid to use your imagination!

EXAM ADVICE
Content
●

Make sure the reader is fully informed.

Communicative achievement
●

Make your writing interesting to read.

●

Write in a consistent style throughout.

Organisation
●

Include an eye-catching title.

●

Link the opening paragraph to the title.

Language
●

Start your sentences in different ways.

●

Avoid repeating the same word or phrase.
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